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US Futures-World Markets: US equity futures drifted lower after hovering near the flat-line ahead of GA
Senate runoff elections. Will the country lurch further left or can Republicans force a bit of compromise with
a progressive agenda? As an example of investors betting on elections, the Clean Energy ETF (ICLN) was
+140% last year. Inflation and higher rates are on the horizon either way, just take your pick on a time frame.
The S&P is where it was 9 trading days ago, so disregard some of the fear chatter. We had an incredible end
to a historic year for equities so the market is a bit extended. This particular selloff seems normal and
healthy if the market rises in 2021, but let’s see how the election plays out for near-term price action.
Complacency has been extreme, so this wakeup call for investors is reasonable. With the Fed flooding the
market with liquidity and negative real interest rates (see chart below), there still isn’t another game in town
other than the stock market. Amazing to me that vaccine shots are only administered during working hours. I
thought we were in a pandemic. Does Covid-19 take the weekend and holidays off from infecting people?
Seems absurd we aren’t paying nurses extra $$$ to work nights and weekends. Better yet, have nurses
pushing carts around the Borgata blackjack tables jabbing patrons as they split Aces. Every person that plays
the slots should be eligible for a vaccine immediately. S&P Futures vs. Fair Value: +4.00, 10-Yr Yield: 0.932%.
Here is a link to CDC Covid Vaccine Distribution Tracker: https://covid.cdc.gov/covid-datatracker/#vaccinations
Market tidbit from Nic Colas at DataTrek Research: The S&P 500 moved more than 1 percent up or down on
110 trading days in 2020, the fifth most volatile year in the past 6 decades by this measure. After an
especially volatile year like in 2020 (+100 one percent days), the S&P usually carries this above average
market churn into the New Year as exhibited on the first day of trading today. The major culprit: prediction
market odds for a Republican Senate and Democratic House have narrowed rapidly in the past couple of days
CORE Headlines:
 Control of the U.S. Senate - and with it the ability to block or advance President-elect Joe Biden's
agenda - is on the line in a pair of runoff elections in Georgia after a dizzying campaign that shattered
spending and early turnout records.-Reuters
 Britain began its third COVID-19 lockdown with citizens under orders to stay at home and the
government calling for one last major national effort to stem the virus before mass vaccinations turn
the tide.-Reuters
 Front page story reports the Federal Reserve’s Main Street Lending Program “allowed banks to sell
the government 95 percent of every credit extended, but some balked because would-be borrowers
had lost so much of their business.”-WSJ
 Contract-manufacturing companies working with PFE, MRNA, and AZN to accelerate the global
availability of coronavirus shots are struggling with a shortage of their own—the staff to meet huge
demand for the vaccines.-WSJ
 Venture-capital investment in telehealth soared last year as startups grew to meet pandemic-driven
demand—and now the industry aims to sustain its momentum in 2021.-WSJ
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Experts estimate 2020 private equity fundraising will be about 25 percent lower than that of 2019,
mainly because of the challenges of securing commitments amid travel restrictions and economic
disruption.-WSJ
Tesla’s shares hit new highs Monday after sales fell just short of the stated goal of 500K deliveries in
2020—Wedbush analyst Daniel Ives says the results are "a major feather in the cap for the company,"
as Tesla saw robust demand for its Model 3 despite Covid-related slowdowns.-IBD
Apple is said to be working on a long-rumored foldable iPhone, and has reportedly asked Foxconn,
one of its key manufacturers, to create two prototype shells so that it can test future designs.-NYP
A year after Porsche brought its electric Taycan car to market, German automakers BMW, Audi, and
Mercedes-Benz are on the verge of rolling out their first luxury models designed from scratch to run
on batteries, a bid to battle the growing dominance of TSLA.-NYT
London’s financial sector is already feeling the effects of the Brexit after more than €6B in European
Union share dealing moved from the City of London to firms in European capitals such as Madrid,
Frankfurt, and Paris on to the first day of trading in 2021.-FT
Saudi Arabia agreed to open its land, air, and sea borders with Qatar to end an ongoing dispute that
has pitted the two US allies against each other, a move Saudi crown prince Mohammed bin Salman
may have undertaken to improve his standing with Joe Biden.-FT
Iran has started the process of enriching uranium up to 20 percent, up from four percent—a breach of
the 2015 accord with world powers that the US abandoned in 2018—and the country seized a South
Korean-flagged tanker in Gulf waters on Monday.-FT (I’m sure Merkel has it covered.)

Interesting Reads/Charts:
 Business Insider: Where is Jack Ma? http://bit.ly/3hKm7YD
 Bloomberg: NYSE scraps plans to delist China telecoms. Why the sudden change of heart?
http://bloom.bg/3bbRCd8
 The Hill: Amazon, Berkshire, and JP Morgan disband healthcare venture. Even they can’t solve this
riddle. http://bit.ly/3hHXbkN
 NYT: Some Google employees unionize. Woke going after woke? http://nyti.ms/2Xeos4W
 The Onion: Supportive parents encourage child’s interests in anything within 15-minute drive
http://bit.ly/3b6m4Fr
Charts from the Daily Shot:
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Investors took some profits on Monday, selling the best-performing names.

Source: @bespokeinvest Read full article

Tech companies have increasingly been going public with dual-class share structures (founders
retain control).

Source: @WSJ Read full article
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China’s manufacturing strength suggests that US factory activity may see further improvements in the
months ahead

Source: Pantheon Macroeconomics

The gap between residential and nonresidential construction spending continues to widen (a shift
from office buildings and retail establishments to home-offices and online purchasing).
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CoreLogic expects home price appreciation to slow later this year.

Source: CoreLogic

Goldman’s financial conditions index hit the lowest (most accommodative) level on record. The stock
market, the dollar weakness, and tighter credit spreads have been the key drivers of this easing
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trend.

Source: Goldman Sachs
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Bitcoin’s total market cap has more than doubled in just a couple of months to nearly $900 billion.

Source: CoinMarketCap

Up until November, Bitcoin was correlated with US equities. And then …
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Cotton futures continue to rally.

Source: @WSJ Read full article

The 10yr TIPS yield (real rate) hit a record low (stable nominal yields + rising inflation expectations =
falling real rates).
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Asset managers keep boosting their bets against the US dollar.(Talk about a crowded trade.)

Source: Goldman Sachs
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US commuters:

Source: @WSJ Read full article
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